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there was no heroic saga before the fourth century. If this statement be 

accepted, then the term 'Volkerwanderung' must be allowed to begin longbefore 
the days of Ermanric. So too the limitations set by the author (S. 2) are 
scarcely in harmony with the definition quoted above-the exclusion of the 
saga of Charles the Great, for example, who was King of all the Franks (East 
and West). But more of this in another place. 

The chapters on ' Literature ' contain much valuable material both new and 
old, but we can only note them briefly here. Sievers treats Gothic Literature; 
Mogk, Norwegian-Icelandic; Schick, Swedish-Danish; Kbgel, Old High 
and Low German; Vogt, M. HI. German. This is as far as we have received 
the 'Lieferungen' on literature. A detailed review of these would be more in 

place when all the articles are at hand. 

Kogel's article deserves particular mention, inasmuch as the author has 
entered into the critical discussion of both literature and language, thus sup- 
plying from his own researches much that was wanting in Behaghel's treat- 
ment of the Old High German period of the language. 

The chapters on ' Wirtschaft' (Inanama-Sternegg), ' Recht' (K. v. Amira), 
'Kriegswesen ' (A. Schultz), 'Sitte' (Kalund and Schultz), are quite in keeping 
with the articles noted above more in detail. 

In closing, a remark in regard to the mode of giving bibliography. For a 

long time we have observed the apparent lack of order in the lists of works 
with which German writers, so precise and methodical in most other respects, 
begin their chapters. This disorder is particularly noticeable in the Grundriss, 
in the case of the lists given at the very beginning of a subject. A list of 
works may have the order of the alphabet, of the relative importance of the 
works named, or of publication, which last in historical discussions is usually 
the best. But order there should be. M. D. LEARNED. 

KARL BRUGMANN, Grundriss der Vergleichenden Grammatik der Indoger- 
manischen Sprachen. Erster Band: Einleitung und Lautlehre. Zweiter 
Band (Wortbildungslehre), Erste Halfte: Vorbemerkungen, Nominal- 

composita, Reduplicierte Nominalbildungen, Nomina mit Stammbil- 
denden Suffixen, Wurzelnomina; Zweite Halfte, Erste Lieferung: Zahl- 

wortbildung, Casusbildung, Pronomina. 

Professor Brugmann's great work has advanced so near completion that there 
seems no longer any good ground left for withholding a notice of it from the 
readers of the Journal. The reviewer confesses to a halit-regrettable, doubt- 

less, in some respects, of value, perhaps, in others-of waiting for second 

impressions before recording his opinion of an important work. In this 
instance the author may calmly call upon the critic to bide his own time ; no 

living scholar is better fitted to sum up the results of the last twenty years' 
studies in the early history of the Indo-European languages than Professor 

Brugmann. He himself has borne a large share of the burden of these investi- 

gations; his clear, energetic voice has been heard to advantage on most of the 

leading questions which have engaged the attention of I. E. philologists. 
Brugmann's work is the third attempt to present in a compendious form 

the combined history of the languages of our family. Bopp's great Compara- 
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tive Grammar and Schleicher's Compendium each passed through three 
editions; in each case the third edition was completed in 187I. We may 
fitly speak of the period between I816, the date of Bopp's "Conjugation- 
system of the Sanskrit Language as compared with the Greek, Latin, Persian 
and German," and 187I as the first period in the history of comrparative gram- 
marand linguistic science. And, however much the investigations of the last 
twenty years or so may exhibit their connection with and dependence upon 
what has preceded, there can be no doubt that the studies in comparative 
grammar and linguistic science from 1871 up to date deserve the distinction of 
being called the second period. 

The first period of the science is characterized by the well-nigh unrivalled 
domination of the theory of agglutination. There are even now scholars who 
are willing to believe that I. E. esti 'he is' is compounded of a root es which 
had some general meaning of action 'to breathe' or 'to sit,' secondarily 'to 
exist,' 'to be,' and ti, a form of the pronominal stem of the third person 
(demonstrative) 'this one,' 'he.' This process of analysis and the interpreta- 
tion of the analyzed element was carried out by Bopp, Schleicher, Curtius, 
and many others with rigid consistency. Bopp found no less than six inde- 
pendent radical elements, verbal and pronominal, in such a form as do6aU61uOEa, 
which was analyzed do-0e-a-(y)o-1ye-Oa. Schleicher, in his Compendium3, p. 
678, does not hesitate to explain the personal suffix of the first plural middle, 
e. g. Greek -yeOa, or Zend -maide, -maidae-ca as a compound of four prononlinal 
stems, ma + dhi + ma + si. 

This important linguistic theory has never passed unimpugned. Pott, the 
second founder of comparative philology, as he has been called, Ludwig, Fick, 
Schmidt, and others have attacked it positively, or, at least, have avowed their 
inability to believe in it. Belief or non-belief in the actuality of agglutina- 
tion does not make up the distinction between the past and the present. The 
difference is that the theory has for the present ceased to be a practical work- 
ing theory, when applied to the oldest period of I. E. speech accessible to us. 
The scholars of the first period aimed to resolve nearly every word into com- 
ponent parts, undertaking to ascribe to each its original meaning; in order to 
accomplish this end they resorted to that curious mixture of naive faith and 
apodictic arbitrariness which characterizes the countless resolutions of words 
into component parts, and the confident endowment of the parts with definite 
original meanings. 

I may say here with no uncertain voice that I do not count myself among 
those extremists who deny the existence of agglutinative processes in the 
older periods of I. E. speech because, forsooth, they find themselves without 
the.means of tracing these processes. The later history of our languages 
affords the most abundant illustration of the entire line of development from 
word-composition to complete fusion into the single word, and there is posi- 
tively no reason for denying them in older periods of language. If we find 
that the English adverbial 'suffix' -ly or the German abstract 'suffix' -heit 
are palpably faded and generalized words which originally existed by them- 
selves, shall we say that this may be true of modern English and modern Ger- 
man, but cannot be true of Anglo-Saxon and Old-High-German and Gothic? 
Or shall we say that it is true also in Anglo-Saxon, etc., but is not to be thought 
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of in so early a linguistic period as Proto-Germanic ? And if it be admitted 
for the German dialects in general, as no doubt it must be with equal cogency 
for Romance (cf. the suffix French -ment, Italian -mente in modern times, or 
the suffix -iter in breviter, etc., in older times), by what right can it be denied 
to the period of I. E. history preceding the separate development of the Ger- 
manic and Italic languages? 

The scepticism which causes this denial is short-sighted. It confuses the 
principle with the degree of difficulty in its application. The so-called I. E. 
language is a reconstruction of the hither side of a linguistic period, doubt- 
less of great length; every reconstructed Indo-European word is a more or 
less doubtful terminus ad quem--doubtful precisely because it is a mere 
reconstruction-and we are generally without any information whatsoever 
regarding its entire history all along the line up to the terminus a quo. We are 
therefore in doubt when, where, and how to apply the principle of agglutina- 
tion. Does this argue that agglutination never took place? The earlier 
worthies of comparative philology were carried away by their extraordinary 
fondness for this principle, due to the fact that all linguistic inquiry seems to 
derive from it its final answer, and the strain under which the inquiry is car- 
ried on is relaxed satisfactorily in certain fundamental results, precisely as 
satisfactory to the mind of the linguist as the protoplasm is to the mind of the 
biologist. Even if they should have erred in every one of their explanations 
down to the identification of -mi in I. E. es-mi 'I am' with the stem of the 
pronoun of the first person, they were unquestionably correct in their belief 
that somewhere and somehow agglutination contributed actively to the earliest 
formative processes of I. E. speech. 

Hand in hand with the total denial of agglutination go equally unreasonable 
attacks on the idea of root. Especially Panini, the famous Hindu grammarian, 
is the fashionable scapegoat of those who believe that they have seen a totally 
new and superior variety of light. ' Panini's empty clatter of roots' is the 
expression which one hears bandied about. Yet Panini was a truly great 
grammarian; he treated his period of Indo-European speech in a most excel- 
lent fashion; indeed, willy-nilly, any and every I. E. language is and has to 
be presented essentially as Panini presented his. Panini found the roots of 
the speech of his time; of course they were not always ultimate roots, any 
more than the good modern English roots count and preach (computare and 
praedicare) are ultimate roots. Other times other roots. Now, we might, if 
necessary, go so far as to say that no Sanskrit root is ultimate, that no recon- 
structed I. E. root is ultimate; for may they not one and all be secondary pro- 
ducts just as the English examples quoted above, or like Sk. gup ' to protect,' 
which is abstracted secondarily from gopaydmi, a denominal verb from the 
compound go-pd- ' shepherd, cowherd'? 

But no temporizing can exclude the conviction that ultimately, at some 
remote prehistorical period there must have been beginnings, constructed with 
more or less clear consciousness: now, these are the roots. And it does not 
matter a particle whether these were monosyllabic or dissyllabic (stems, bases), 
or possibly in some cases polysyllabic, whether or not they even then exhibited 
certain arrangements of consonants and vowels as in historical times, whether 
they were verbal, infinitival, or nominal; there must have been in some form 
original, first utterances. 
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Another notion which is paraded with not a little pomp at present is this, 
that speech began with sentences. This is both true and not true according 
as we define the word sentence. If the word sentence conveys the meaning 
of an aggregation of coordinated and subordinated words it is most certainly 
untrue, as syntactical coordination and subordination comes necessarily after 
the production of the words to be coordinated or subordinated. If, on the 
other hand, it is argued that the primitive word-creation (root) must in itself 
and by itself have covered the entire ground of one single utterance or com- 
munication, the argument becomes a truism. No one has ever, or could ever 
have held any different view. At best one may claim with a fair degree of plausi- 
bility that the root was at the very time of its first emanation aided by gesture 
which helped to fill out its meaning, to support its efficiency, and to narrow 
down its vagueness. 

The improper application of the theory of agglutination to early speech- 
materials was checked chiefly by three causes: the more rigid application of 

phonetic law, the increased insight into the scope and operations of analogy, 
and the recognition of adaptation as a formative principle of the highest 
importance. 

The conscientious regard for phonetic law acts as a constant power of veto 
against the facile assumption of agglutinative processes. Thus Schleicher's 
explanation of the personal suffix -uf,Oa, Zend -maide, a contraction of *madhi- 
masi, is unwarrantable because it assumes the loss of the penultimate s between 
two vowels, and we know of no such phonetic law in I. E. times, as familiar 
as this very law is in Greek. The final -masi can appear in Zend as -mahi 
and nothing else. 

Analogy is in its way fully as hostile to the practical application of the theory 
of agglutination as phonetic law. A crust of analogical formations is de- 
posited over all language, early as well as late; the reconstructed I. E. 
speech was, doubtless, no more exempt from it than more modern periods. 
The resolution of inflected words into compounds, each part of which is 
endowed with an independent value, cannot be undertaken before the analogi- 
cal crust is pared off. To omit this necessarily involves a process of analysis, 
different from the synthesis which has preceded, or the analysis of forms which 
have never been joined together at all. He who should analyze the Lat. masc. 
fem. comparative posterior into stem poster- and comparative suffix -ior would 
obtain a suffix -ior, which is to all intents and purposes as good a suffix as any. 
But from the point of view of agglutinative analysis his result is quite worthless, 
since the r of -ior is secondary, due to rhotacism extended from the oblique 
cases, posteriorem, etc.: the nominatives in -iorhave been adapted secondarily to 
distinctive use as masculines and feminines. Greek taOti&, future KcaOiu, has 
assimilated completely to that class of derived verbs of which /a(udio is a rep- 
resentative. He who divides KaOiow into root KtaO- and suffix -tCo, forgetting, 
as the Greeks came near doing, that it is a compound of the verb 1Ctu and the 
preposition Kcard, again enters upon a false path. Now we are in danger of 
retracing in just as false a manner every word coming from a period in which 
we have no control over the history of analogical attraction. We do not know 
how long a life the I. E. parent-speech had lived prior to its subdivision into 
the linguistic groups of historical times; it may have been, probably was, a 
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thousand years or more, and half a millennium is quite sufficient to pervade a 
language completely with analogical formations, as we may learn from the 
history of English or German during such a period. 

A force of the first rank, but scantily recognized, and truly difficult to recog- 
nize in early speech is adaptation. I have read Professor Brugmann's work as 
far as published from cover to cover, and do not remember to have seen this 
significant and useful word employed in the body of the text. The thing, 
however, if not the word, is there. The use of Lat. -mini, originally the 
suffix of the nominative plural of the present middle participle (feri-mini= 
oEp6o-#evoO), as the personal inflection of the second plural passive, is a case in 

point.' Adaptation is operative in living speech to-day. The recent coinage 
of the word electrocution is the result of the adaptation of the last two sylla- 
bles of the word execution to the meaning ' punishment by deaths of all sorts, 
after due legal process.' To-morrow, if drowning were decreed by law, it 
would be *hydrocution. The word terrorite has recently loomed up in the 

papers as a designation of an extremely destructive explosive; it is coined 
after dynamite, and represents the tentative adaptation of the final element 
-ite to designations of explosives. 

All this amounts to the following: A formal element originally either 
devoid of any special functional value, or possessed of a value which has faded 
out, may be infused with some definite grammatical or lexical value which has 
been read into it by the speaker. This principle must have operated with 
especial vigor in early linguistic periods when the logical categories were 
scarce or were just beginning to develop. Thus it is perfectly possible that 
the element of personal inflection even in such a word as esmi 'I am' 
was acquired, not by the fusion of the root es with a distinct pronominal 
element mi, but by this process of secondary infusion: esmi may have had 
originally no definite personal value; it may have meant 'being,' either in the 
sense of a noun of action or noun of agency, which by specialization was 
restricted to use in certain verbs of the first person. Later the element mi 
might easily enough have been felt to be the special carrier of the personal 
function, just as the innocent syllables -cution were to the sense of him who 
formed the word electrocution fraught with the destruction contained primarily 
in the word execution in its entirety. And we must not neglect to consider the 
additional possibility that the process of adaptation of the final element -mi 
in esmi to the function of a personal suffix of the first person might have been 
aided by the contemporaneous existence in the language of an independent 
pronoun of the first person containing an m,(cf. Gr. uie, Lat. me, Goth. mi-k, 
Sk. me). All these possibilities-they have no right to figure as anything 
more-are supported, moreover, by the salient fact that there are other forms 
which serve as first persons singular, like epfu,, fero (I. E. bhero), where aggluti- 
native analysis is still more problematic. 

Thus it may be seen that the early glottogonic processes which were sup- 
posed, in the first period of the science, to be almost entirely in charge of 

agglutination, were in reality brought about by three important processes: 
(I) agglutination; (2) adaptation; (3) analogy. And we cannot emphasize too 

1 Cf. the reviewer's recent essay: On Adaptation of Suffixes in Congeneric Classes of Sub- 
stantives, A. J. P. XII I-29. 
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strongly the difficulty of recognizing the operations of any of these forces as 
soon as we touch the prehistoric speech. Hitherto nearly all, if not all, glot- 
togonic analysis has turned out, in the light of subsequent criticism, little more 
than a statement of more or less remote possibilities. The optimism of scholars 
will no doubt lead them to make inroads again and again into these unknown 
and probably unknowable regions, but what they bring with them will be 
very likely to be overthrown by some slight kaleidoscopic shift of the mate- 
rials under investigation. 

I have not introduced these remarks merely for the purpose of instruction, 
Professor Brugmann's views on these questions are in general sober and satis- 
factory; yet he has, I think, more than once advanced untenable or highly 
improbable glottogonic theories. These are likely-such is the force of his 

authority-to propagate entire lines of investigation which are pretty cer- 
tain to turn out fruitless. And it seems to me that he may be accused of too 
much boldness in two directions: on the one hand he still applies agglutina- 
tion with a degree of confidence which is out of proportion to the intrinsic 
probability of the analysis; on the other hand we occasionally find sweeping 
assumptions of adaptation in cases where the explanation offered may at best 
claim the right to be regarded as a faint possibility. 

A considerable amount of agglutinative analysis is applied in the chapter 
on contraction of vowels during the common I. E. period, treated at Vol. I, 
pp. io6-IIo. Brugmann himself does not fail to recognize the hypothetical 
character of his reconstructions. We are asked to believe that I. E. bhero 
(0p()o, fero) is the product of contraction of stem bhero- and suffix 'ax.' On 
the face of it it seems more likely that bhz'ro is the nominative singular of an 
agent-stem in n; cf. Lat. edo ' eater,' Sk. rajai ' ruler.' The addition of specific 
personal suffixes which are added frequently to bherd, e. g. Aryan present 
indicative bhard-mi and present subjunctive bhard-ni, is not without interest in 
this connection. The assumption that the nominative plural ekous (Sk. afvds) 
is the product of contraction of ekuo- and -es imposes upon the language a 
word ekuo; this is more likely to be merely an abstraction from the group of 
forms that have assembled, doubtless after many vicissitudes, in the paradigm 
of the so-called -o-stems. Still less credible is the form std-i, in (ra-i-t-ev, 
which implies a straight belief in a word s/a. In Vol. II, ?186 (p. 52I), the 
author expresses a certain degree of confidence in locative suffixes -en and -er. 
This opens out a long vista of improbabilities, and I have pointed out the 
error involved in this view in the essay cited above (A. J. P. XII, p. 21, 
note 2). 

On the other hand we have what I cannot help regarding as an extremely 
improbable assumption of adaptation in the explanation of the origin of the 
grammatical feminine gender in the 1. E. languages. Brugmann assumes that 
this vast category, of unequalled importance in the history of our languages 
from the earliest accessible times, is due to the adaptation,of a pair of endings 
which once upon a time turned up accidentally at the end of a few designa- 
tions of women; see Vol. II, ?57, note (pp. IOO-I), and ?I45 (pp. 429-30), and 
previously the author's article in the fourth volume of Techmer's Internationale 
Zeitschrift fiir allgemeine Sprachwissenschaft, p. Ioo if. 

A few words like I. E. mamad and 3nJ were designations of females in early 
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times. Their suffix -d- had nothing to do with that feminine value. The 
feminine value contained in these words was read into the suffix and thence 
propagated, so that, e. g. the masculine ekuos 'horse' was furnished with a 
feminine ekad, etc., after the pattern of these words. Similarly that other impor- 
tant feminine declension in -jg-, -id- (reduced from -i-), by which are formed 
most of the feminines from consonantal stems (e. g. the present participle,masc. 

pf))wv, fer. qepovaa for -E'Epovr-a ; Sk. bhdran, fem. bharant-i), was derived 
from some solitary designation of a female ending in the same way. In this 
case the author is very much at a loss to find such an intrinsically feminine 
word. He mentions Sk. stri 'woman,' but is it at all likely that this word is pro- 
ethnic, and, if not, where is one to be found that is? What possible I. E. 
feminine word can the ancient couplet ul'qos'wolf,' uIqzl'she-wolf' (note the 
shift of the accent which is prehistoric: Sk. vr'kas=Goth. vuzlf(a)s; Sk. vrkt= 
Old Norse ylgr) really be patterned after? Must we assume that the patri- 
archal prototype was entirely lost after having left descendants countless as the 
sand of the seas ? Then, again, the consistent transfer from a few isolated 
words of two totally different endings, -a- and -ie- (-i-), argues a certain 
amount of intention on the part of the speaker: it seems teleological, and 
what purpose could there have been in view ? 

There are also proethnic feminine nouns ending neither in -a-, nor in -ie- 
(-i-), like Lat. vox=Sk. vdc (I. E. udqs) 'voice,' or Sk. ksam-, Gr. ;r&'ov ' earth'; 
here Brugmann is constrained to assume that they borrowed their gender from 
synonyms like Gr. adf/j and Lat. terra. But here again there is the great diffi- 
culty of finding synonyms old enough to have served as a pattern; certainly 
the pedigree of avi5fd and terra is scarcely respectable enough to warrant the 
assumption that they were in existence in early proethnic times. In truth it 
seems to me one of the primary facts in the history of the development of 
gender in our languages that 'earth,' ' mother-earth' is personified as a female 
in contrast with heaven as a male. And we may suspect shrewdly that our 
author, if he were thoroughly familiar with modern colloquial Enalish, would 
have been very much less disposed to attack the principle of personification of 
inanimate objects in general. What formal analogy in a language so depleted 
in its gender-distinctions as modern English urges a negro cook to personify 
the range (cooking-stove) as a female: ' she is not behaving at all well to-day, 
she has to be petted and coaxed before she do her work'? 

Genuine formative elements, expressive of feminine gender, are found in 
many families of languages, and the distinction is generally equally pervasive. 
In the Shemitic languages the affirmative element ta (-t), the special charac- 
teristic of the feminine, holds about the same ground as the I. E. suffixes -a 
and i/ (-z), and the assumption that it was propagated from one or two desig- 
nations of females is as little plausible as in the case of the 1. E. suffixes. 
Here also many categories of words without the special feminine suffix are 

personified as females, e. g. common and proper nouns of cities and countries, 
names of parts of the body, etc. Here also the matter of gender unquestion- 
ably lies deeper than a mere formal extension of an accidental element at the 
end of one or two words. 

One need hardly say that there are many other points of view in so large a 
work about which there may be honest difference of opinion. I shall only 
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pick out one or two by the way of illustration. I regret for my part that Brug- 
mann has not given the theory of dissyllabic roots more kindly consideration. 
It seems to me that Osthoff's criticism of it in the fourth volume of the Mor- 
phologische Untersuchungen has not shaken its foundation very seriously. 
The fact remains that orthotone strong root-forms in -ed'-, -dne.-, -de'l-, -e'r- 
and -edl- correspond to weak, low-tone root-forms with long labial, nasal and 
lingual vowels: -u-, -n-, -mt-, --- and o/. Moreover, the representation of the 
lingual and nasal vowels differs regularly and characteristically in the Aryan 
(Indo-Iranian) and non-Aryan (European) languages. Thus, strong -enz- in 
gen-to6r (Sk. jani-tar-, Gr. yev6-r7p, Lat. geni-t5r) is reduced in the weak forms 
to I. E. gz- in g-td-s; the n appears as a in the Aryan languages (Sk.jd-td-, 
Zend zd-ta-), but as nd in the European laiiguages : Lat. nd-tu-s, Gr. (Kaot-)yvfi- 
tro-, Goth. kno-d(a)-s. Similarly strong -er'- appears as weak -ir- or -r'- in 
Sanskrit, but as -rd- in the European languages; Sk. stdri-man-: stir-nda-=Gr. 
r-pte-rpo-V :rp7r-T7-c; Lat. grd-tu-s=Sk. gfur-ta-. In Sanskrit especially the 

parallelism between dissyllabic root-types with monosyllabic root-types in 
cases like pdvi-tu-m, pa-td-s: frd-tu-m, Qru-td-s; jdni-tum, ja-td-s : tdn-tu-m, 
ta-td-s; ddmi-tu-m, ddn-td-s : gdn-tu-rm, ga-td-s; jdri-tdr-, gzir-td-s : dhd--l1u-m, 
dl.r-td-s has sustained itself very completely and cannot be due to accident. 
Brugmann's hyphen in cases like ken-a-tir involves at any rate a chronological 

inconsistency, since kens- was a unit at the time when gT- (gon-td-s) arose from 
it by reduction, precisely in the same sense as men- in men-tr at the time 
when its weak form turned out as mn- (mn-td-s). One might with equal jus- 
tice to chronological considerations (livide me-n-tSr, or the like, as Zren-g-tr. 

Brugmann's treatment of the recessive accent in Greek, patterned as it was 
after Wheeler's, I have criticized systematically in an essay entitled 'The 
Origin of the Recessive Accent in Greek,' A. J. P. IX, pp. 1-4I. A partial 
reply to my criticism is to be found in the second edition of his Griechische 
Grammatik (Ivan Muller's Handbuch der Klassischen Alterthumswissenschaft, 
Vol. II), pp. 86-7. I am glad that he makes some concessions, and cannot 
refrain from expressing the hope that others will follow. Brugmann accepts 
my explanation that the scantily reported Doric accent evidences a systematic 
'progressive' accent; it is progressive in this sense, that the accent appears 
shifted forward to the end of the word just o'he mora when compared with the 
Aeolic. This establishes beyond doubt the principle of accentual change on 
the basis of purely phonetic analogy, since it is, as I have stated, impossible 
to believe that the analogical influences of single words should all of them- 
by conspiracy as it were-have combined to change the accent in the direction 
towards the end of the word, and never towards the beginning. Precisely the 
same conditions confront us on scanning the Aeolic accentuation. Here also 
the assumption of individual analysis which transformed the accent of all 
Pan-Hellenic words, so as to result in a perfect system of recession, could 
only have been worked by a miracle, or a formal ratification meeting on the 
part of the speakers, unless we assume the propagation of the recessive accent 
from the verb to all the words of the language by phonetic analogy. Now it 
is well-nigh incredible that this spread of the verbal accent over the entire 
language in one quarter, the Aeolic, should not have been preceded by a par- 
tial transference in the other dialects, and this is just what has happened in 
Pan-Hellenic times in the case of all trochaic dissyllables accented on the 
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first syllable. These are never paroxytone (- -), but properispomena ({ v). 
I cannot conceive why Brugmann says in note I on page 86 that ver' cannot 
be regarded as having the recessive accent, because vrp6 and vt/&v are not 
recessive. From the beginning vilef had the acute accent on the penult (Pan- 
HIellenic *vaF-e--=Sk. nav-as), and the change of the acute to the circumflex 
is the precise circumstance which characterizes the accent as recessive. The 
conservatism of vr6;c and vrj7v in retaining their respective etymological accents, 
notwithstanding the fact that there are recessively accented forms in the same 

paradigm, is of a piece with the generally more pertinacious resistance which 
oxytones and words having the I. E. slurred tone-see my essay, p. 17, note- 
on the ultimate (vrltiv) exhibit throughout; cf. ibid, pp. 3I-2. The fact that 
all barytone dissyllables in the language are properispomena (-- ) is due to the 

ascendancy of a certain accentual type which overrides all etymological con- 

siderations; the difference between Aeolic and Attic-Ionic is that in the 
former all the recessive types emanating from the finite verb have overridden 
the etymological accents, while in the latter only the type z v has conquered 
the entire territory. The remaining verbal accentual types in Attic-Ionic 
have, however, also in various degrees infringed upon the non-verbal forms, 
as I have shown in the article cited above. 

I need scarcely say in conclusion that Brugmann's work ought to belong to 
the familiar apparatus of every Indo-European philologist. It offers a well- 
considered, soberly written grammar of the sounds and inflections of every 
I. E. language, resting on the broad basis of an incisive knowledge of all of them. 
Excellent bibliographical statements accompany all the chapters, tending to 
stimulate further research on any given point. The entire work is pervaded 
by a fine historical spirit; it cannot fail to attract an increasing number of 
scholars to a keener interest in that subtle, intense, constantly active life which 

pervades the formal side of our languages, rendering them in a supreme degree 
capable of being effidient vehicles for the correspondingly subtle, intense and 

constantly active Indo-European thought. MAURICE BLOOMFIELD. 

Worterbuch zu Xenophons Anabasis; fur den Schulgebrauch bearbeitet von 
FERDINAND VOLLBRECHT1. Siebente verbesserte Auflage besorgt 
unter Mitwirkung von Dr. WILHELM VOLLBRECHT. Mit 78 in den 
Text eingedruckten Holzschnitten, drei lithographierten Tafeln und 
mit einer Obersichtskarte. Leipzig, Druck und Verlag von B. G. 

Teubner, I891. 

The seventh and latest edition of the standard vocabulary to Xenophon's 
Anabasis, by Ferdinand Vollbrecht, of Hanover, Germany, revised by his 

son, Dr. Wilhelm Vollbrecht, Oberlehrer zu Ratzeburg, has just appeared. 
The system of studying the classics by the aid of special vocabularies, 

which is rapidly gaining ground in our American schools, is essentially 
German, and amongst the best of these special dictionaries is this of Dr. 

Vollbrecht, elaborated from the original one by his father. 
To one who has examined the vocabularies of the Anabasis now in use in 

America, it is plain that the dictionary in question lies at the basis of them 

all, both from the character of their definitions and, especially, from their 
references to the text. The exact improvements of this seventh edition, 
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